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Abstract
Market Basket Analysis is an important topic to cover in a Management Information Systems course.
Rather than teach only the concept, our philosophy is to teach the topic using hands-on activities
where students perform an analysis on a small but non-trivial data set. Our approach does not
require knowledge of SQL, programming, or special software. Students use simple Microsoft Access
functionality to find frequent itemsets and association rules. We believe this approach is a rigorous
and engaging way to teach Market Basket Analysis that is most appropriate for an introductory course.
Our follow-on Business Database course revisits the topic in a more technical manner where students
write SQL queries. Thus, students are introduced to various SQL features through a fundamentally
important topic that they have already seen in the prerequisite course. This paper describes the
cognitive support structures used to introduce Market Basket Analysis, the details of how the activities
are performed without SQL, and how we reinforce the topic with SQL in our Business Database course.
Keywords: management information systems, database systems,
association rules, market basket analysis, business intelligence
1. INTRODUCTION
For many businesses, understanding and acting
upon purchasing patterns of customers using
transaction data is a critical success factor.
Students
are
accustomed
to
receiving
“recommendations” for additional purchases of
music, books, clothes, etc. How exactly are
these “recommendations” generated and why
are they often so relevant? The data mining
technique
called
Market
Basket
Analysis
(Julander, 1992) plays a critical role in many of
the marketing strategies that students see every
day.
Our goal is to improve students’
analytical and critical thinking skills by using an
in-depth study of the concepts and algorithms
behind Market Basket Analysis. Data mining is a

laboratory-based

learning,

suggested topic for both the introductory MIS
course and the business database course
according to the IS 2010 Curriculum Guidelines
published by AIS and ACM (Topi, 2010). Market
Basket Analysis is a form of data mining that
fulfills this requirement and can be relatively
easily understood.
How can we motivate students to learn about
this important and complex methodology using
simple tools? In our Management Information
Systems (MIS) course, we introduce our
business students to Market Basket Analysis
(MBA) using case studies and a hands-on
approach. The novelty of our approach is that
students generate association rules (Agrawal,
1993) without directly using SQL or special
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software. Students implement the basic Apriori
(pruning) Algorithm (Agrawal & Srikant, 1994)
using the query design view in Microsoft Access.
In our Business Database course, students
revisit the topic but use SQL, which broadens
their perspective and reinforces concepts from a
more technical point of view.

course. A faculty member can contribute new lab
ideas and corrections using an editing review
system, where at least two other faculty
members must review the suggested changes
and perform the lab in its entirety to ensure
continuity and cohesiveness (Breimer, Cotler, &
Yoder, 2009).

Our goal is to go beyond textbook concept
coverage and provide hands-on exercises
without requiring special software that can
obscure fundamental processes, and without
programming in a language such as Java
(Witten, 1999) or requiring advanced knowledge
of
algorithms
(Zaki,
2000),
which
is
inappropriate for an introductory course.

Our labs have a "triad" structure that
incorporates (i) theory from the textbook or
lectures and (ii) practical case studies with (iii)
information technology, such as Excel, Access,
Geographic Information Systems, and Radio
Frequency ID readers. All labs have pre-lab
reading assignments and an online quiz to
introduce the lab. The in-lab experience is fast
paced, where students are paired in teams to
use technology and learn basic concepts to solve
problems and to work through examples. Lastly,
students individually complete a post-lab
assignment to synthesize material and to reflect
on the lessons learned in the lab. A web-based
lab delivery and assessment system is under
development.

Our institution, courses, and labs
We are a liberal arts college of approximately
3000 students with an AACSB accredited School
of Business. Our MIS course, a required core
business course, is taught within the Computer
Science department, which offers a BS in
Computer Science and a minor in Information
Systems. MIS is an introductory level course
that requires only spreadsheet proficiency as a
prerequisite. The course consists of two hours of
lecture and two hours of lab each week. Lab
sections are restricted to a maximum of 16 seats
where students typically work in pairs at a
computer with dual monitors.
Our business
database course, which has MIS as a
prerequisite, is taught in a 16-seat classroom in
which each student has a computer; the format
is a mix of lecture and workshop activities.
The remainder of this paper will briefly trace the
evolution of our MIS labs, describe the MBA lab
activities and expected student outcomes in
more detail, outline the approach to MBA taken
in our business database course, and draw some
conclusions based on our experiences teaching
MBA to business students.
2. EVOLUTION OF OUR MIS LABS
The value of a hands-on approach to learning
computing concepts has been recognized in the
IS 2010 Curriculum Guidelines (Topi, 2010) and
elsewhere; we also provide specific evidence of
its utility for learning MBA in the Conclusions
section of this paper. The material presented in
labs is the driving force for integrating content
and experience for all sections of the course. We
implemented a collaborative approach to scaling
our MIS course by creating a shared repository
of lab and lecture materials in Blackboard that
fosters collaboration among faculty teaching the

3. OUR MARKET BASKET ANALYSIS LAB
The MBA lab, inspired by a chapter from Larose's
(2005) data mining text, presents a complete
analysis of transaction data for a farmer's
vegetable stand. We added specifics on how to
accomplish a market basket analysis using only
the
graphical
interface
of
Access
(no
programming or explicit SQL). The dataset
presented in the book is non-trivial but easy to
understand. We show students a bottom-up
approach to generate frequent itemsets (groups
of items purchased together) and how to
compute measures of Support and Confidence
for the association rules derived from these
itemsets. The next section provides definitions of
these terms. A good introduction to MBA can be
found in Berry & Linoff’s text (2004).
Students learn that finding frequent itemsets
requires computing cross products of sets, which
increases the size of the problem exponentially.
It becomes obvious that removing (pruning)
non-frequent itemsets of size N before moving
on to itemsets of size N+1 makes the analysis
much more tractable. The Apriori principle is
introduced as a theoretical justification for
removing
non-frequent
itemsets
without
affecting the solution. Thus, students gain the
valuable experience of actually performing a
market basket analysis, using theory that can be
applied to a real business problem.
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Pre-lab activities (20% of lab grade)
In order to smooth the presentation and
understanding of Support and Confidence during
the lab session, we provide students with a
worksheet to review the concepts of probability
and conditional probability. We also provide a
set of PowerPoint slides, to be presented before
the lab session, that introduces the concepts of
Transactions,
Itemsets,
Association
Rules,
Support, and Confidence:
Transaction: the purchase of a collection or
“basket” of items by a customer in a shopping
cart.
Itemset: a subset of items selected for purchase
in a single transaction for analysis purposes. We
evaluate itemsets of size 1 (singles), 2
(doubles), and 3 (triples).
Association Rule: the itemsets that occur
frequently in transaction data (Support), and
items that often occur together in individual
baskets (Confidence) are good candidates for
appearing in general Association Rules. As an
example, the association rule A→B means “if
item A is purchased in an itemset, then item B is
also purchased in that itemset”.
Support: this is the percentage of transactions
containing all items in the itemset compared to
the total number of transactions (baskets). For
example, if 432 baskets contain both Asparagus
and Beans, and we have 1000 baskets, then the
support is 432/1000 = 0.432 (43.2%). Support
is the probability that the items occur together
in baskets, and is a measure of how frequent the
itemset occurs within our transaction data. The
association
rules
Asparagus→Beans
and
Beans→Asparagus will have the same support
(43.2%).
Confidence: this measure applies only to rules,
not to itemsets.
Support by itself is an
imperfect measure of the quality of a rule. We
need a way to further measure the predictive
accuracy of the candidate association rules that
takes into account how strongly items are
associated with each other. This measure is
called Confidence, the probability that an item B
is in the basket given that item A is already in
the basket. You may recognize this as
Conditional
Probability
(Bayes’
theorem).
Confidence can be computed by Support(A&B) /
Support(A). Note that the Confidence for A,
given B is in the basket is different than the
Confidence for B, given that A is in the basket.

The assertion "All people who buy Peanut Butter
also buy Bread" does not necessarily imply that
"All people who buy Bread also buy Peanut
Butter."
The pre-lab activities introduce Market Basket
Analysis as a form of unsupervised data mining,
which is in turn a form of business intelligence.
We ask students to read the brief introduction in
the MIS course textbook (Kroenke, 2010),
followed by a short (7 page) white paper on the
benefits of MBA from the perspective of a
business (Megaputer.com). The paper reviews
MBA
terminology
and
describes
actions
businesses can take based on these rules, such
as product placement or pricing strategies.
Finally, the pre-lab introduces students to the
data that will be used during the lab. The raw
data are stored in a table with two columns:
transaction (basket) number and item name
(Figure 1).

Figure 1: Market Basket data format
The pre-lab guides the student through the
process of creating a query to count, for each
item, the number of baskets that contain that
item.
An online quiz concludes the pre-lab
activities. All of our pre-lab activities are due by
the start of the lab session.
Because of the complexity of the subject, this
pre-lab is the most intensive of any of our labs.
It is important that students carefully complete
the pre-lab material beforehand.
In-lab activities (50% of lab grade)
The in-lab activity focuses on performing the
steps in the MBA algorithm shown in Figure 2.
During the lab, students answer questions on
their worksheet that test their understanding of
crucial steps and verify their progress. Students
create tables containing all possible single,
double, and triple itemsets; create queries to
calculate the candidate association rules; prune
the rules table of non-frequent itemsets (those
with less than 25% support); and copy only the
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frequent itemset rows from the transaction data
that will participate in the next round.

table by selecting rows in the Singles table
that have frequent items in them, effectively
pruning the Singles table.

Figure 3: The SingleRules Table

Figure 2: The MBA Algorithm
There are some nuances to making the tables
and action queries that will be described here.
We have designed the lab so that students can
recover from mistakes easily without performing
large sections of the lab over again. The detailed
design for each query mentioned below is shown
in the appendix.

For Double itemsets
This phase of the lab requires the students to
build upon what was created before, by creating
itemsets of 2 items, computing Support for both
items together, and keeping only frequent
itemsets of size 2, as follows:


For Single itemsets
The students complete the following steps:







Copy the original transaction data, the
“Veggie-Table,” to a new table called
Singles.
Compute the Support for every single item:
Using the Access query wizard, create a
make-table query named Make-SingleRules
that creates the table named SingleRules
that includes Support as a calculated field by
dividing ItemCount by NumBaskets (Figure
3). ItemCount is the number of baskets
containing the item and NumBaskets is the
number of transactions in the dataset.
(Note that we call this table “SingleRules” for
consistency
with
the
upcoming
“DoubleRules”
and
“TripleRules”,
even
though technically these single itemsets do
not give rise to association rules.)
Remove infrequent items: create a delete
action query named Prune-SingleRules to
prune the SingleRules table by adding a
criterion of < 0.25 to the Support column in
the query design.
Retain just the item names and basket
numbers for these frequently-purchased
items: create a new query named MakeFreqSingles that makes the FrequentSingles





Generate all pairs of items purchased
together: create a make-table query named
Make-Doubles that joins the FrequentSingles
table with itself to generate all combinations
of two items and place it in the new Doubles
table.
Note that students are using the
Apriori Principle here since they are only
including frequent single items, not all items.
Data cleaning and consistency:
to avoid
itemset duplicates, such as {corn, corn} or
pair reversals of items from the same
basket, such as {asparagus, beans} and
{beans, asparagus}, we add the criterion
that the second item column be less than
the first item column (sorted order).
Add support: create a query named MakeDoubleRules that includes the Doubles table
in the query with additional calculated fields
to compute Support as ItemCount divided by
NumBaskets for both items together,
creating table DoubleRules (Figure 4).

Figure 4: A portion of the DoubleRules table


Remove infrequent itemsets:
create a
delete query named Prune-DoubleRules that
prunes the DoubleRules table by removing
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the low-support pairs using a criterion of
<0.25 in the Support column. Thus, the
second and third rows would be removed
from the table in Figure 4.
Prepare final frequent pairs list: finally, we
create a query named Make-FreqDoubles
that copies only the item pairs with high
support, by including the Doubles and
DoubleRules tables in the query with the
criteria that the first item in the Doubles
table matches the first item in DoubleRules,
and that the second item in Doubles
matches the second item in DoubleRules. In
this manner, only the frequent item pairs are
selected from the transaction basket data to
participate in the next round. The resulting
table is shown in Figure 5.

FreqDoubles_1) and creates a table named
Triples. Note that the Apriori Principle is in play
here again: they are using the “FreqDoubles”
table as a starting point, not the “DoubleRules”
table, which includes all pairs (not just the
frequent ones). For Triples, the Basket ID and
the first item from both tables must match.
Thus, we are selecting rows from both tables
that start with the same Basket ID (by a join)
and first item, and generating all of their
combinations,
e.g.,
{4,Asparagus,*,*}
in
FreqDoubles
with
{4,Asparagus,*,*}
in
FreqDoubles_1. We also add a criterion that the
second item name be less than the third item
name to avoid duplication and to keep the triples
in alphabetical order, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: A portion of the Triples table

Figure 5: A portion of the FreqDoubles table
At this juncture, students perform a little
analysis based on the SingleRules and
DoubleRules tables they created earlier: using a
supplied spreadsheet, students calculate the
Support, Confidence, and overall Quality
measures for Doubles itemsets and their
reverse, e.g., {Asparagus, Beans} and {Beans,
Asparagus}. Since the Confidence measure is a
conditional probability, the order of items
matters. We combine (multiply) the measures of
Support for both items (the proportion of
baskets with those items in them) and
Confidence (how strongly the items are linked
with each other) into a single measure called
Quality that expresses Confidence adjusted for
how often the items are sold together. In the
“Doubles Analysis” worksheet in the appendix,
Quality is computed as the “Support for I1, I2”
column times the “Confidence” column.
For Triple itemsets
The students first create a list of all the triples of
items that are purchased together: they create
a Make-Table query named Make-Triples that
joins the FreqDoubles table to itself (as

We leave the task of making the TripleRules
table and pruning it to make FreqTriples as a
paper exercise for the post-lab. There are only a
few rows remaining at this point, and we want
students to focus on the process and not on the
complexities of the queries for triple itemsets.
Post-lab activities (30% of lab grade)
TripleRules
First
Item
Aspara
gus

Second
Item

Third
Item

Triple
Count

NumBas
kets

Support

Beans

Squash

4

14

28.6%

Beans

Corn

Squash

2

14

14.3%

Beans

Corn

Tomat
oes

3

14

21.4%

Beans

Squash

Tomat
oes

2

14

14.3%

Figure 7: The TripleRules worksheet
The in-lab activities focused on the creation of
itemsets of sizes 1, 2, and 3; including the
creation of frequent itemsets of size 1 and 2 and
on association rules involving itemsets of size 2.
The post-lab first asks the students to extend
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the analysis of the triples (itemsets of size 3) by
deriving the association rules (with support and
confidence) for these triples by filling in the
TripleRules worksheet table (Figure 7).
Students then prune the TripleRules worksheet
table by drawing a line through rows with
Support of less than 25%. Lastly, using the
Triples table from the in-lab session and the
pruned TripleRules table, students manually
create their own FreqTriples table, as shown in
Figure 8.

FreqTriples
First
Item

Second
Item

Third
Item

6

Asparagus

Beans

Squash

9

Asparagus

12

Asparagus

Beans

Squash

13

Asparagus

Beans

Squash

Basket

Beans

Squash

Figure 8: The Frequent Triples worksheet
In the post-lab, we limit the student to rules in
which the left-hand side contains two items: i.e.,
we are interested in rules of the form
A,B → C
but not rules of the form A → B,C. In the postlab exercise, students are asked to fill in the
“Triples Analysis” worksheet containing the
Frequent Triples and their Support, Confidence,
and Quality values (shown in the Appendix).

section. The database course textbook (Kroenke
& Auer, 2010) contains just 2 pages on MBA and
using SQL to derive rules, so the in-class
workshop we describe next comprises the bulk
of the students’ learning materials for this topic.
After basic concepts are briefly reviewed in a
mini-lecture, the worksheet is distributed to
students. The worksheet begins with a short
pencil-and-paper exercise that presents some
market basket data and asks the students to list
all the itemsets that have at least 60% Support
and, based on those itemsets, all the association
rules that have at least 60% Confidence.
The remainder (and the bulk) of the exercise
focuses on generating itemsets of size 2, then
computing
Support
and
Confidence
for
association rules based on those itemsets.
Extending these techniques to triples and
beyond is fairly straightforward and could be
incorporated into a homework assignment or
other activity.
The first task is to complete an SQL query that
will generate all pairs of items purchased
together (i.e., itemsets of size 2). The raw
transaction data are in a table named
Order_Data, with columns OrderNumber and
ItemName. In the following query, the students
are given the portion in bold and must complete
the portions in italics:
SELECT O1.ItemName AS FirstItem,
O2.ItemName AS SecondItem
FROM Order_Data AS O1, Order_Data AS O2
WHERE O1.OrderNumber = O2.OrderNumber AND
O1.ItemName <> O2.ItemName;

Using the results from the in-lab and post-lab
activities, students are asked to make
recommendations to the business owner based
on the association rules they discovered.
The post-lab also includes some questions that
invite the student to consider the importance of
the Apriori rule when generating frequent
itemsets. The Apriori rule states: if an itemset is
not frequent, then adding another item to the
itemset will not make it more frequent. This is
the driving principle that permits pruning of nonfrequent itemsets to reduce computational
complexity while maintaining correctness.
4. MBA WORKSHOP IN OUR
BUSINESS DATABASE COURSE
Our business database course has MIS as a
prerequisite, so most students have already
performed the lab described in the previous

Figure 9: Pairs of items (“TwoItemSets”)
using SQL (partial result).
This query works well as an introduction to the
concept of self-join (joining a table to itself) in
SQL. If the students have already seen that
concept, then they can be asked to write the
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entire query from scratch. The intuition behind
the WHERE clause is that you want two items
that were (a) purchased in the same transaction
(the “=” comparison) and (b) are not the same
item (the “<>” comparison). The students then
save this query as “TwoItemSets”, in effect
creating a view (in Access, a named query can
be used in subsequent queries just as if it were
a table). The result of this query is shown in
Figure 9. Note the duplication of some pairs
(which are purchased together more than once)
The next step is to create and save a new query
called “Rules” that will be used to compute the
Support and Confidence for each entry in
TwoItemSets. This is done in two steps, first by
simply counting the number of occurrences of
each itemset, then by converting that count into
a percentage. The students are first asked to
complete the Rules query (given portions in
bold, to complete portions in italics):
SELECT FirstItem , SecondItem , COUNT(*) AS
SupportCount
FROM TwoItemSets
GROUP BY FirstItem, SecondItem;
This is a fairly standard GROUP BY query, but it
is a nice introduction to the concept of using a
query as the basis for another query (outside of
Access, these stored queries are called views).
Now that the students have every itemset of size
2 and the count of orders containing that
itemset, they can enhance the query to convert
the SupportCount into a more useful percentage
format (SupportCount divided by total number
of orders). The total number of orders can be
computed by the following query:

FROM TwoItemSets
GROUP BY FirstItem, SecondItem;
Note that some of the nested query was given to
the students -- the total number of orders in the
database.
The last main task in the exercise is to add a
column to the Rules query that will compute the
Confidence of the rule. At this point it becomes
useful to point out to the students that they may
have noticed some repetition in the Rules
query/table: There is a row in the table for
items A and B as well as a row in the table for
items B and A. But those rows represent the
same itemset. Now, however, that repetition
becomes useful, since while the two rows
represent the same itemset, they represent
distinct association rules: as indicated earlier in
this paper, A→B is not the same rule as B→A.
We interpret the “FirstItem” column as
containing the left-hand side of the rule.
The Confidence column can be computed by
dividing the SupportCount for the itemset by the
number of times the left-hand side of the rule
(FirstItem) is purchased overall (this is simply
the definition of “Confidence” for an association
rule). The new column in the Rules query thus
looks like this, where again the portion in italics
must be added by the student:
COUNT (*) / (SELECT COUNT(*) FROM Order_Data
WHERE ItemName = FirstItem) AS Confidence
The result of the Rules query is shown in Figure
10.

SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT OrderNumber) FROM
Order_Data;
Unfortunately, Microsoft Access does not support
the standard COUNT(DISTINCT) syntax, so the
following must be used instead (this is given to
the students):
SELECT COUNT(*) FROM (SELECT DISTINCT
OrderNumber FROM Order_Data);
The students are then asked to embed (nest)
that query in the SELECT clause to help compute
the support as a percentage; the Rules query
now looks like this:
SELECT FirstItem , SecondItem ,
COUNT(*) AS SupportCount,
COUNT(*) / (SELECT COUNT(*) FROM
(SELECT DISTINCT OrderNumber FROM
Order_Data)) AS SupportPercent

Figure 10: partial final result of Rules
query
Now the Rules query contains all rules involving
itemsets of size 2, plus the Confidence and
Support for each.
The final activity in the
worksheet is to write an SQL query to retrieve
only those rules that have at least a minimum
level of support and confidence. For example, if
we wish to see all rules with support at least
20% and confidence at least 50%, then we have
the following query:
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SELECT *
FROM Rules
WHERE SupportPercent >= .2 AND Confidence >= .5;

interesting” question has risen over 1.1 points,
and the question about encouraging critical
thought has risen over 0.6 points. In addition,
student comments that the course material is
sometimes “boring” or “dull” went from about 4
per section to 0 after the change.

_________________________________________________

Note that throughout this worksheet, the
amount of “blank space” to be filled in by the
student (i.e. the amount of italics in the SQL
queries above) can be varied. What is shown in
italics here probably represents a minimum of
what the students should be expected to
generate. If more time is available, or if the
students are more experienced with SQL, then
they should be expected to contribute a higher
percentage of the query texts.
Also, as
mentioned above, extending these techniques to
triples and larger itemsets can be incorporated
into the course as well.
5. RESULTS and CONCLUSION
In the final exam for one of our sections of the
MIS course, the score on the market basket
question
(which
tested
their
ability
to
understand association rules and to reason
about and compute support and confidence) was
about 8 points higher (out of 100) than was the
score on the exam overall, indicating that the
approach we have taken is working.
Although we did not survey students about this
lab specifically, students seemed to tolerate this
lab well. Students received an average of about
84% for the lab score. Most students liked the
labs overall and found them to be “challenging”
and indicated that “lab material will be very
useful in the future.” Another student wrote:
“my favorite thing about the course was the
labs. I was able to learn Microsoft Access
through this course, which I know will be useful
in many careers”. We plan to add assessment
measures for each lab in the future.
There was one negative comment in our MIS
course evaluations about this lab: “some of the
labs especially the market basket lab were too
complicated”. We recognize that the MBA lab
takes a little extra time to prepare for than most
of our lab activities. A few students needed a
little help with the post-lab worksheet, but once
we showed them how to compute one row of the
table, they could easily do the rest.
In the Business Database course, student
evaluations indicate that the hands-on approach
is working, and there is no reason to suspect it
is not working with the MBA topic in particular:
Since changing to the hands-on approach,
overall course ratings have risen (on a 10-point
scale) nearly 1.5 points; the “are classes

Final exam scores in the Business Database
course also indicate the benefits of our
approach: on exams of roughly similar difficulty,
scores rose by about 9 points when the
approach changed to being more hands-on.
We want to encourage active learning that goes
beyond lecture slides or text readings. We have
to go the extra step. In an MIS course, we want
students to use information systems to solve
problems. We believe, based on our own
experiences (anecdotal, student evaluations, and
exams scores) that the best way to understand
association rules, Support, and Confidence is
through hands-on activities with actual data.
Using database tools to perform a Market Basket
Analysis achieves this goal. Students experience
“mining” association rules by creating tables and
queries using Microsoft Access. In our follow-on
Business Database course, they experience MBA
from a different perspective by writing SQL
queries that generate the association rules. In
both
approaches,
students
learn
MBA
fundamentals
and
useful
data
analysis
techniques in a hands-on fashion: they not only
learn the concepts, but will be able to claim
experience putting the concepts into practice,
which is not possible without the hands-on
experience we have provided for them.
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7. APPENDIX – Query design details and analysis worksheets

Make-SingleRules Query Design

Prune-SingleRules Query Design

Make-FreqSingles Query Design
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Make-Doubles Query Design

Make-DoubleRules Query Design
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Prune-DoubleRules Query Design

Make-FreqDoubles Query Design
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Make-Triples Query Design

Doubles Analysis Worksheet

Triples Analysis Worksheet
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